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Situados num territorio estratégico a nível europeu no sector da industria têxtil, desen-
volvemos a nossa actividade comercial com a perspectiva de proporcionar aos nosso 

clientes uma alargada oferta de produtos acessórios a todos os bens têxteis. 

Fornecemos várias aplicações, tais como: 

Zippers: 
invisible, poliester, metal, plástic.

Trimmings

Fringes and Laces

Decoration Cords

Cotton Laces

Decoration Pullers for Zippers

Metal Plates

Fashion Elastic Tapes

Satin Tapes



INVISIBLE
Invisible Zippers have the teeth hidden behind a tape, so that the zipper is invisible. 

The tape's color matches the garment's, as does the slider's and the puller's. 
This kind of a zipper is common in Skirts and Dresses.
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POLYESTER
Some zippers include a designed ability for the slider to hold in a steady open or 

closed position, resisting forces that would try to move the slider and open the 

zipper unexpectedly.
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POLYESTER
The slider can also have a two-piece hinge assembly attaching the handle to the slider, with 

the base of the hinge under spring tension and with protruding pins on the bottom that insert 

between the zipper teeth.
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POLYESTER
Polyester Zippers can be painted to match the surrounding fabric; plastic zippers.

Used most popularly for pencil cases, small plastic pouchs and other useful stationery.
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METAL
A less common water-resistant zipper is similar in construction to a standard 

toothed zipper, but includes a molded plastic ridge seal similar to the mating

surfaces on a ziploc bag.
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POLYESTER
The slider can also have a two-piece hinge assembly attaching the handle to the slider, with 

the base of the hinge under spring tension and with protruding pins on the bottom that insert 

between the zipper teeth.
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POLYESTER
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POLYESTER
Open-ended zippers use a box and pin mechanism to lock the two sides of the 

zipper into place, often in jackets. Open-ended zippers can be of any of the above 

described types.
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METAL
Metal zippers are the classic zipper type, found mostly in jeans and pencil cases 

today. All these zippers are basically made from flat wire.
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METAL
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